COLENE HOOSE ELEMENTARY
KINDEGARTEN SUPPLY LIST
2019 – 2020

24  Pencils, Plain-Yellow, sharpened
2  Large Pink Erasers
2  Boxes of CRAYOLA Regular Crayons – 24 count
3  Sets of CRAYOLA Washable Markers – 10 count Classic Color – Broad Tip
1  Scissors with round tip
1  Bottle of Glue – 4 oz.
2  Folders (2 pocket heavy duty poly/plastic, no prongs) any color
8  Glue Sticks – Large size – 1.4 oz
2  Large Boxes of Kleenex
2  Spiral notebooks – wide ruled
1  CRAYOLA Watercolor paint set of 16
1  Highlighter (any color)
1  4 Pack of Expo multicolor dry erase marker
2  Expo Dry Erase Marker, Black (2 pack)
1  School bag or backpack (No wheels, big enough for a large book)
2  Clorox wipes
1  Plastic pencil box

Girls – 1 box Gallon size baggies
Boys – 1 box Quart size baggies

Gym Shoes (non marking soles) are required every day for PE

Additional items for Art classroom: 4 oz bottle of Elmer’s Glue, Pink eraser

Recommended – Normal or Bloomington Public Library Card depending on your residence